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CUDDLE SWING 

Increase calming and organize input by providing deep touch pressure 
and vestibular stimulation in our Cuddle Swing. Postural flexion is also 
encouraged while your child or client lies in the swing. 

Children will find this soft, stretchy swing fun and comfortable. 
Includes (1) Safety Snap.

Dimensions: 50”L
Working Load: 200 lbs. 

#120030 

ADULT CUDDLE SWING 

Larger clients need pressure too! Increase calming and organizing 
input by providing deep touch pressure and vestibular stimulation in 
the Adult Cuddle Swing. With one side of the cuddle cut taller than the 
other, the swing becomes a natural seat, encouraging postural flexion. 

The Adult Cuddle Swing is made of soft, stretchy nylon mesh and 
long-lasting Cordura® fabric. Includes (1) Safety Snap.

Dimensions: 63.5”L
Working Load: 300 lbs.

#120035
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ACROBAT SWING RAINBOW 

The Acrobat Swing can be hung from two, three or four attachment 
points. As a hammock, it provides vestibular input with increased 
pressure offering a calming effect. The three or four-point hookup 
increases the challenge by allowing clients to climb through the layers. 
Or, it can provide a calming tent-like space. This swing is great for 
developing body awareness and addressing motor planning skills.

Made of four layers of heavy-duty, four-way stretch Lycra®, this swing 
provides varying degrees of resistance, layer by layer.
Safety snaps are not included.

Dimensions: 96”L 48”W
Working Load: 100 lbs. per layer / 400 lbs. total 

#120077



PLATFORM SWING

The Platform Swing is an essential tool in sensory integration therapy. Our platform swings offer therapists the ability to create 
a wide range of tilting movements with the control lines attached to the top disc. Can be used with clients in a variety of 
positions from prone to standing. Platform is carpeted.

Dimensions: 31”L x 31”W x 60”H
Working Load: 300 lbs.
Weight: 21 lbs.

#1800
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ADVANTAGE LINE™ PLATFORM SWING

Now it’s easy to add a staple piece of suspended equipment to 
any environment. Our Advantage Line version of the Platform 
Swing has been simplified to bring you an economical version 
of our classic model.

Dimensions: 31”L x 31”W x 60”H
Working Load: 300 lbs.
Weight: 18 lbs

#120040
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TRAPEZE BAR

The Trapeze Bar allows clients to work on their upper extremity strengthening, 
increasing their flexion posture, and improving their motor planning skills. 

It offers a fun way to challenge many of their overall development skills.  
Safety Snaps included.

Dimensions: 39”W x 36”H (Adult)
Dimensions: 30”W x 36”H (Child)
1.25”dia. (Bar)
Working Load: 400 lbs.

#4000  Adult Trapeze Bar
#4001  Child Trapeze Bar

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
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TUBE SWING 

The heavy-duty tube shown may be inflated to any size needed. The natural bounce of the rubber 
tube makes it ideal for providing proprioceptive and vestibular stimulation. Southpaw’s harness is 
made with heavy-duty material.

Webbed nylon sling adjusts to fit most larger inner tubes and protects clients from being scraped 
or poked by the valve stem.

Working Load: 250 lbs. when used with our Heavy-Duty Inner Tube (item 0180)

#1500  Tube Swing Harness Only, Inner Tube Not Included
#0180  Heavy-Duty Inner Tube
#1501  Tube Swing Kit, Includes Harness & Heavy-Duty Inner Tube
#0185  Single Tube Wrap
#1502  Tube Swing Cover
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DISC SWING

This sturdy, textured disc swing is designed for a comfortable ride, with 
a plastic neck around the rope to protect your client’s legs.

Provides vestibular stimulation and flexion, motor control 
development, rotational and orbital stimulation, and stimulation for 
both upper and lower extremities.

Working Load: 150 lbs.

#1172
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FOLD & GO TRAMPOLINE

The Fold & Go Trampoline has been designed to offer you the finest children’s bouncer. It comes with a padded frame cover 
and handle. The frame is totally foldable for easy transport. Ages 3+.

Dimensions: 36”dia.
Working Load: 150 lbs.

#251200

BASIC VESTIBULAR SET

Every therapist knows there are three swings that are the basis of every vestibular program:  
the platform swing, bolster swing and net swing.

The carpeted platform swing can be used in a wide range of tilting movements and is suitable for clients in prone to standing 
positions. The bolster swing may be used for a variety of progressive flexion activities, and is strong enough to support both 
the therapist and the client. The therapy net provides vestibular input in all planes and improved head and neck extension. 
We’ve put the three swings together in one kit and are offering them at a substantial savings to you.

Dimensions: 30”L x 30”W x 60”H (Platform Swing) Working Load: 300 lbs.
Dimensions: 48”L x 69”H (Bolster Swing) Working Load: 350 lbs.
Dimensions: 48”H (Therapy Net) Working Load 200 lbs.
  

#420130
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CUSTOM SUPPORT STRUCTURE
...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Designed to fit any room regardless of size, shape or location of doors and partitions, Southpaw’s Custom Support Structure is 
perfect for rooms that cannot accommodate a permanently installed ceiling eyebolt.

We start with a standard size of 12’L x 8’W x 10’H at the base. From there you can customize the finished height of your 
structure to a minimum of 7’6” or a maximum height of 12’. The main crossbeam may be as short as 8’ or as long as 20’ to 
accommodate your therapy space.

Southpaw’s Custom Support Structure is constructed of .25” thick 5” x 3” structural steel tubing. This solid, stable, freestanding 
structure will support almost any piece of suspended equipment, and will not slip or slide with the most rigorous activity.
Custom Support Structures under 15’ in length include three forged eyebolts spaced evenly on the top beam. You may add 
eyebolt wraps, swivel eyebolt wraps or upright-mounted eyebolts for an additional charge. For added protection, the uprights 
and bases are heavily padded. The slip-fit, bolt-together construction is easy to assemble and disassemble. It is shipped in 5 
cartons (6 with a splice).

The Splice Package (7000-S) is required for Support Structures 15’ or greater in length. It converts a one-piece crossbeam into 
two pieces for ease of moving and assembly. Structures greater than 15’ will require the eyebolt wraps or swivel eyebolt wraps 
for suspension of swings.

Dimensions: 12’L x 8’W x 10’H
Working Load: 1500 lbs.
Weight: 700 lbs. (Approximate)

#7000   Custom Support Structure 
#7000-S   Splice Package, Required for Support Structures 15’ or Greater
#7004   Extra length per Foot, Over 12’
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EYEBOLTS & EYEBOLT WRAPS

We’ve made it easier for therapists to position therapeutic equipment while using the 
Custom Support Structure. We’ve designed the Eyebolt Wrap, which moves along the top 
beam. The eyebolt is larger than our standard .5” eyebolt.

The Swivel Eyebolt Wrap includes a built-in Rotational Device. Each Eyebolt Wrap is 
designed to be used only with Southpaw’s Custom Support Structure. The Upright  
Eyebolt Kit is used to connect pull handles or to anchor the bottom end of a zip line.

Working Load: 1000 lbs.
Weight: 7 lbs. 

#7001  Eyebolt Wrap
#7002  Swivel Eyebolt Wrap
#7009 Eyebolt Wrap (Set of 3)
#7010  Swivel Eyebolt Wrap (Set of 3)
#7015  Replacement Eyebolt

CUSTOM EXPANSION BEAM

We have enhanced our Custom Support Structure by designing the 
Expansion Beam. The beam will fit any size Custom Support Structure 
designed by Southpaw. Some assembly required. Colors may vary. 
Complete with Hardware and Eyebolt.

Dimensions: 36”L
Working Load: 700 lbs.
Weight: 55 lbs.

#7005    Custom Expansion Beam, Complete with Hardware and Eyebolt

UPRIGHT EYEBOLT KIT

The Upright Eyebolt Kit is used to connect pull handles or to anchor 
the bottom end of a zip line.

CUSTOM FLOOR MAT

We now offer custom-made floor mats to fit within the dimensions of your 
Support Structure. The 5” thick mats are the same height as the base of the 
structure, and are made of 3.75” of 1.8 density 50 ILD polyurethane, topped 
with 1.25” cross-linked polyethylene. The standard size is 11.25’L x 8’W. 
Additional 11.25’L x 2’W mats may be ordered so you can cover the 
complete floor area. All mats are camel colored.

#557950  11.25’L x 8’W Floor Mat
#557951  7.25’L x 8’W Floor Mat
#557952  9.25’L x 8’W Floor Mat
#557953  11.25’L x 2’W Floor Mat

#7001
#7002#7015

#7008 Upright Eyebolt Kit

........................................................................................................................................
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PREFAB JOIST INSTALLATION KIT

We’ve redesigned the rod end in this kit to prolong the life of the 
suspension hardware and allow for more fluid movement. The kit 
includes all the hardware needed to install an eyebolt in your 
prefabricated metal joist over a dropped ceiling. Complete 
installation guidelines are included. Choose the kit that 
corresponds to the distance between the bottom of the joist and 
the dropped ceiling.

Steel struts extend out 2 ft. from shoulder bolt to adjacent and 
opposing T-beams. Lateral struts extend to next beam 
approximately 18” to 48”.

Working Load: 500 lbs.

#7051  1’ to 3’ Drop Prefab Joist Installation Kit
#7061  3’ to 6’ Drop Prefab Joist Installation Kit

WOOD JOIST DROP CEILING INSTALLATION KIT

We have produced a ceiling eyebolt kit designed for wooden joists 
above a dropped ceiling. Similar in design to our metal pre-fab joist kit, 
it includes all the hardware you need to complete the installation. 
Simply measure the distance from the bottom of your joist to your 
dropped ceiling, then order the appropriate kit.

Working Load: 500 lbs

#7056  1’ to 2.5’ Drop Wood Joist Installation Kit
#7066  2.5’ to 5’ Drop Wood Joist Installation Kit

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
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ITINERANT SUPPORT FRAME

Using the lightest, strongest and most cost-effective 
material available, our Itinerant (ITN) Support Frame will fit 
in almost any area, giving on-the-go therapists the first real 
portable suspension system on the market.

Weighing only 28 lbs., and less than 6’ in length when 
collapsed, the ITN Support Frame can easily be carried in 
most cars. The ITN Support Frame requires only 49 square 
feet of floor space, adjusts up to an 8’ working height.

It comes complete with a built-in safety rotational device 
and a sturdy carrying case. A perfect complement for the 
ITN Therapist Kit. Vinyl-covered cables attach the legs to one 
another for extra stability. Swing sold separately.

Dimensions: 7’3”H, 7’10”H, or 8’5”H
84”L x 84”W (Base Area)
Traveling Length: 72”L
Weight: 28 lbs

#7250

...............................................................................................
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ITINERANT PLATFORM SWING

The traveling therapist now has more options with 
Southpaw’s Itinerant Platform Swing! Designed to fit the 
Itinerant Support Frame, this lightweight swing weighs only 
11 lbs., is 30” in diameter and comes with its own carrying 
case. 

It also includes removable spreader bars to help 
provide more room inside the ropes for larger clients.
The platform swing is a useful tool for every therapist. It offers 
a variety of uses for vestibular input, postural control and bal-
ance.

Dimensions: 30”dia. x 7’3”H
Working Load: 300 lbs.
Weight: 11 lbs.

#7260

...............................................................................................
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ITINERANT THERAPIST KIT 1

NOT compatible with the Itinerant Support Frame
1. Pony Bolster
2. Dual Swing
3. 30” Trapeze Bar
4. Sling Swing
5. Temporary Attachment Loop
6. Rotational Device
7. Safety Snap
8. Height Adjuster
9. 10 ft. Therapy Rope with Eye Splice
10. Carrying Case

#1003

...............................................................................................
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SUSPENSION & HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT KIT

Everything you need to safely hang your Southpaw equipment from 
ceilings up to 14’H. The kit includes a safety snap, rotational device, 
10’ of therapy rope with eye splice, and a height adjuster with safety 
snap. These items may also be purchased separately. Remember to 
regularly inspect all equipment for wear.

Please Note: Eye bolts are not included and are sold separately or as 
part of an installation kit.

Working Load: 1000 lbs.

HEAVY-DUTY ROTATIONAL DEVICE

A rotational device is one of the single most important pieces of hardware when it 
comes to suspended equipment. We have beefed up the components of our original 
rotational device to provide greater durability. The wear-point of the eyebolt is 70% 
greater, which will extend the useful life of the rotation device. The useful life of a 
rotational device depends entirely upon proper maintenance. 

Dimensions: 8”H
Working Load: 1000 lbs.

#112000  Heavy-Duty Rotational Device, One Safety Snap Included
#422000  Heavy-Duty Safety Rotational Bulk Pack (Qty. 10)

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
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#410001  SUSPENSION & HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT KIT
#0100   SAFETY SNAP
#0150-04  4” SAFETY ROPE
#0150-05  5” SAFETY ROPE
#0150-06  6” SAFETY ROPE
#0150-07  7” SAFETY ROPE
#0150-08  8” SAFETY ROPE
#0150-09  9” SAFETY ROPE
#0150-10  10” SAFETY ROPE5
#5000   HEIGHT ADJUSTER, WITH SAFETY SNAP
#2000   ROTATIONAL DEVICE

#0100 SAFETY SNAP

2000 ROTATIONAL 
DEVICE
Always use  rotational 
device

0150 THERAPY ROPE

5000 
HEIGHT ADJUSTER
Hang your equipment 
from the height adjuster 
and change the height 
simply by sliding it up or 
down the rope.

5000 HEIGHT ADJUSTER
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WEIGHTED BLANKETS

Weighted blankets are an excellent way to provide clients with full-body proprioceptive input in order to help with calming. 
The blankets are versatile as they can be folded and used where needed. Southpaw’s Weighted Blanket is manufactured with 
safe, non-toxic steel shot sandwiched between two outside layers in a proprietary laminating process. This allows the entire 
blanket surface to be weighted — not just individual sections. This exclusive design allows the therapist to choose the amount 
of weight needed (by adding additional blankets) AND to position the weight exactly where it is needed. Both sides of our 
blanket are made of a softly textured fabric, to which Velcro® hook materials will adhere easily.

Dimensions: 40”L x 30”W (Small)
50”L x 40”W (Medium)
58”L x 30”W
58”L x 58”W (Giant)
58”L x 58”W (Heavyweight Giant)

Weight: 3 lbs. (Small)
4 lbs. (Medium)
5 lbs.
10 lbs. (Giant)
20 lbs. (Heavyweight Giant

#142275  Small Weighted 3 lb. Blanket
#142276  Medium Weighted 4 lb. Blanket
#142277  Heavyweight Giant 20 lb. Blanket

#2276    Weighted 5 lb. Blanket
#2277   Giant Weighted 10 lb. Blanket

#2275   Deluxe Weighted 5 lb. 4-Blanket Set 
#2278    Weighted 5 lb. Blanket Slipcover
#2279   Giant & Heavyweight Blanket Slipcover

CUDDLE BLANKET AND CUDDLE BLANKET COVER

The Cuddle Blanket is similar to our weighted blankets, but has a cutout 
that relieves weight from the head and neck area. Perfect for lying in 
a prone position and still allowing for weight around shoulders. Made 
with our proprietary laminating process, the safe, non-toxic steel shot is 
evenly distributed to provide proprioceptive input. Plush cover is sold 
separately.

Dimensions: 58”L 30”W
Weight: 5 lbs.

#2282  Cuddle Blanket
#2283  Cuddle Blanket Cover

WEIGHTED WASHABLE BODY BLANKET

Our weighted blanket is made of soft plush fleece and cotton flannel. 
It offers calming sensory input. The blanket is filled with non-toxic Poly 
Pellets®.

Dimensions: 40”L 30”W
Weight: 5 lbs.

#241152

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
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RESISTANCE TUNNEL

Challenge your clients with heavy work while developing body awareness and motor planning using Southpaw’s Resistance 
Tunnel. As your client pushes a therapy ball or other large objects through the tunnel, he/she will experience varying degrees 
of resistance as well as tactile and deep touch input. The sections are made from a ribbed knit cotton, LYCRA® spandex and 
nylon jersey. Three convenient reinforced handles are attached for you to hold and pull while your client pushes through the 
tunnel. Colors may vary.

Dimensions: 15’L; 10’L

#3970  15’L Resistance Tunnel 
#3972  10’L Resistance Tunnel 

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
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FISH TUNNEL™

Provide your clients with heavy work and crawling 
opportunities that are both strengthening and calming. 
Children of all ages will appreciate fantasy activities and 
you’ll marvel at the wonderful results in core 
strengthening, better breathing and improved focus and 
attention. 

The Fish Tunnel is constructed of resistive stretch 
LYCRA® and details on tunnel are done in a soft fleece. 
The uniquely hinged mouth allows therapist or adult to 
control the opening with one hand if desired. 

Dimensions: 15’L

#256020

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
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STEAMROLLER® DELUXE

Some children crave deep pressure, and the Southpaw Steamroller® is a fun way to get it! Your children will love the challenge 
of crawling between the rollers and being flattened by the Steamroller®.

Allow children to hang out in the Steamroller® to complete an activity while prone, or use in preparation for those tasks that 
require more attention. This piece of equipment offers more than just deep pressure. It allows children to work on motor 
planning skills, body awareness and shoulder stability as they work their bodies out of the device. It’s a great addition to all of 
your therapeutic activities.

The Steamroller® can accommodate a small child up to an average-sized adult. The pressure may be increased or decreased by 
adjusting the tension bands. Comes with (2) sets of bands so you can increase the pressure. Colors may vary.

Dimensions: 33.5”L x 29”W x 16”H
Roller: 7”dia. x 22.5”W
Working Load: 300 lbs.

#150040  Steamroller® Deluxe
#150041-04  Replacement Bands (Set of 4)
#150041-10  Replacement Bands (Set of 10)

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
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BEAR HUG WEIGHTED WRAP

Add weight to your Bear Hug and give proprioceptive input with deep pressure to help 
increase arousal level and attention.

The weighted wrap is baffled into sections, which hold capsule weights of .5 lb. each. 
You control the amount of weight for each child depending on the number of capsules 
used. Easily attaches to The Bear Hug with hook-and-loop fabric.  
Weighted Wrap does NOT include The Bear Hug.

#2288  Small with (16) .5 lb. Weights
#2289  Large/Extra Large with (24) .5 lb. Weights

....................................................................................................................................

BEAR HUG

Give your clients the sensation of a big bear hug with Southpaw’s deep-pressure vest. The 
Bear Hug vest can be used to develop proprioceptive integration and for calming activities to 
help the oversensitive child decrease hyper-responsiveness.

The Bear Hug fits snugly next to the body and does not shift as the child moves, which makes 
it comfortable to be worn under clothing if desired. The adjustable straps and body wrap 
allow the therapist to adjust the amount of pressure as desired. Each vest is made out of 
comfortable neoprene with loop-compatible outer skin. 

The Bear Hug consists of (1) adjustable body wrap and two adjustable shoulder straps and 
comes in four sizes. Cold water washable.  When measuring the torso, measure around the 
thickest part of the chest.

Dimensions:
Small: 8” x 26” Torso Wrap, 20” Shoulder Straps
Medium: 8” x 34” Torso Wrap, 20” Shoulder Straps
Large: 10” x 40” Torso Wrap, 24” Shoulder Straps
Extra Large: 12” x 48” Torso Wrap, 24” Shoulder Straps

#2284  Small Bear Hug
#2285  Medium Bear Hug
#2286  Large Bear Hug
#2287  Extra Large Bear Hug

CAMOUFLAGE WEIGHTED VESTS

Benefit from the proprioceptive feedback and stability that a weighted vest offers and 
made with a great digitalized camo print that will appeal to your clients who don’t want 
to wear the standard vests.

Made of a nylon rip-stop material, the vest has front and back pockets for weights and 
closes with hook-and-loop Velcro® closures. Machine-washable. Weights are included.
For best fit, measure largest circumference of child’s torso (the chest or tummy).

Size Circ.          Length  Weights (4 each)
XS 26” – 30”  18”  .5 lb. .75 lb. 1 lb.
S 30” – 34”  20”  .5 lb. .75 lb. 1 lb.
M 34” – 36”  21”  .5 lb. 1 lb. 1.5 lbs.
L 36” – 42”  23”  .5 lb. 1 lb. 1.5 lbs.

#442250  Extra Small Camouflage Weighted Vest
#442251  Small Camouflage Weighted Vest
#442252  Medium Camouflage Weighted Vest
#442253  Large Camouflage Weighted Vest
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WEIGHTED SHOPPING CARTS

This Weighted Shopping Cart is useful for heavy work activities for 
children with sensory processing difficulties. These activities involve 
whole-body actions such as pushing, pulling and lifting. Fill the cavity 
in the base with .5 lb. weights (sold separately) for proprioceptive 
input, and let them go. The cart also offers support for young children 
who have impaired balance responses.

Dimensions: 27”L x 18”W x 30”H (Shopping Cart)
15.25”L x 13.5”W x 21.5”H x 8”D (Junior Cart)
Height to Handle: 25.25”H (Junior Cart)
Length including Handle: 18”L (Junior Cart)

#156605     Weighted Shopping Cart 
#156606     Junior Weighted Shopping Cart 
#140038     Set of (10) .5 lb. Weights

WEIGHTED ANIMAL WRAPS

Our Weighted Animal Wraps can provide hours of therapy and snuggle time 
for your clients. Each animal is made from soft plush or fleece, and some 
have colorful prints on the reverse side. This makes them great for younger 
clients who may be tactile defensive. The animals may all be placed in the 
microwave or the freezer, offering varying levels of therapy. Each animal is 
available in either an unscented or an aromatherapy version.

Dimensions: 21”L x 4”W (Kitty Cuddles, Puppy Hugs, Leopard Kitty)
23”L x 8”W (Dolphin Wrap)

Weight: 2.2 lbs. (Kitty Cuddles, Puppy Hugs, Leopard Kitty)
2.7 lbs. (Dolphin Wrap)

#240030    Unscented Dolphin Wrap 
#240040    Aromatherapy Dolphin Wrap
#240010    Unscented Kitty Cuddles
#240020    Aromatherapy Kitty Cuddles
#240015    Unscented Puppy Hugs
#240025     Aromatherapy Puppy Hugs
#240011     Unscented Leopard Kitty
#240021     Aromatherapy Leopard Kitty
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Dolphin Wrap

Puppy HugsKitty CuddlesLeopard Kitty
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AIR MATS

Use your imagination to create a variety of activities that are therapeutic and enjoyable with Southpaw’s Air Mats. Use the Air 
Mats for vestibular or proprioceptive stimulation, balance activities and motor tasks.

Available in three sizes, Southpaw’s Air Mats are durable, and can be inflated and deflated with the Inflator/Deflator Pump.

Be sure to remove all sharp personal objects (belts, buckles, keys, etc.) that could puncture the mat. The Air Mats are good for 
working with postural adjustments, motor planning and sensory stimulation. All clients must be supervised and adequate 
padding provided during activities. Colors may vary.

Dimensions: 42”L x 42”W (Dolphin Deflated)
84”L x 72”W (Walrus Deflated)
84”L x 48”W (Seal Deflated)

Working Load: 100 lbs. (Dolphin)
150 lbs. (Walrus and Seal)

#1324    Dolphin 
#1325    Walrus 
#1326    Seal
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STEAMROLLER® RAMP

And away they go! This ramp is sure to be a hit! It offers your clients sensory stimulation, heavy work, bilateral coordination and 
motor planning all in one. We’ve taken 10 of the Steamroller® rollers and attached them to 86” long wood side panels to create 
this new masterpiece. The ramp can be attached to the stand-alone platform or to Southpaw’s In-FUN-ity system, and can be 
placed at varying heights to increase the challenge.

The platform consists of (2) six-rung ladders connected to a solid wooden top. Children can climb up the back to begin their 
fun. In addition, an optional rope with built-in loop can be attached to provide a great heavy-work activity.

Dimensions: 86”L x 30”W (Steamroller® Ramp)
32”L x 31”W x 52”H (Platform)
8”dia. (Rollers)

Working Load: 300 lbs.

#150045  Steamroller® Ramp
#150045P  Platform 
#150045S  Complete Set 
#152016  Steamroller® Ramp Rope

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
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CRASH PIT

Whether it’s filled with our Giant Cloud Nine or with balls, our Crash Pit is fun and inviting. It’s a perfect landing spot for the 
children who crave the crash-and-burn input. Or add a weighted blanket and create a calming quiet space.

Either way, it’s a perfect fit for your clinic or playroom. We offer the versatility for you to create the kind of pit you want: with 
or without a floor mat, with balls or with the Giant Cloud Nine. Made of sturdy yet soft foam with an optional floor mat for the 
bottom.

Dimensions: 78”W x 24”H x 6”D (Each wall)
72”L x 72”W (Inside)
84”L x 84”W (Outside)

#151500      Crash Pit Only
#151402      Crash Pit Floor Mat
#451500      Crash Pit with Floor Mat
#451501      Crash Pit with (3,500) 3” Balls
#451502      Crash Pit with Floor Mat and (3,500) 3” Balls
#451503      Crash Pit with Giant Cloud Nine
#451504      Crash Pit with Giant Cloud Nine and Floor Mat

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
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FOOTFIDGET® PORTABLE FOOTREST

Use as a dynamic footrest that is portable for use at school or at home. 
By fidgeting or pressing against the flexible, medium resistance of the 
Portable FootFidget® with their feet, students will realize proprioceptive 
input and energy releasing, focus attaining movement while leaving 
their hands free for class work. The lightweight, portable design lets the 
student take the Portable FootFidget® wherever they go and provides 
comfortable, ergonomically correct positioning for the student.

#256046

...........................................................................................................
STANDING DESK CONVERSION KIT

Turn your classroom desk into a standing desk.  The Conversion Kit 
combines the benefits of standing and fidgeting, allowing students to 
move and channel their energy while improving attention and focus. 
Simply take off your desk’s old leg extensions, put on the new, and 
attach the FootFidget Footrest.  This Kit includes 4 custom leg 
extensions and one FootFidget Footrest.  

To determine which kit will fit your desk, remove a leg extension from 
your sitting desk and measure the diameter.  It will be either 1” or 7/8”.  
Determining the length of the new leg extension will depend on the 
height of the student.

#256042      Standing Desk Conversion Kit 19” Leg/1”
#256043      Standing Desk Conversion Kit 24” Leg/1”
#256044      Standing Desk Conversion Kit 24” Leg/7/8”
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...........................................................................................................
FOOTFIDGET® FOOTREST

Use as a dynamic footrest that attaches to a standard classroom desk 
with minimal adjustments. By fidgeting or pressing against the flexible, 
heavy resistance of the FootFidget with their feet, students will realize 
proprioceptive input and energy-releasing, focus-attaining movement 
while leaving their hands free for classwork. 

The sturdy, nonslip design easily attaches to most school desks.

#256045
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HOWDAHUG®

“It feels like a HUG”

The HowdaHUG offers proprioceptive and vestibular input for children 
with sensory integration needs, and is also enjoyed by typically developing 
peers. It can be used on the floor, for rocking and upright back support. It 
may also be used in different types of chairs, including classroom chairs. 
Many children who sit in regular school chairs constantly squirm and rock 
the entire chair. Using a HUG allows the child to rock in the chair so the 
chair stays stationary. The HowdaHug® can go everywhere with the child, 
because it can be rolled up and weighs only two pounds.

Dimensions: 13”x13”x13” (PetiteHUG)
15”x15.5”x 13.5” (HowdaHUG)
16”x15.5”x14.5” (HowdaHUG, Large)

Working Load: 50 lbs. (PetiteHUG)
100 lbs. (HowdaHUG)
125 lbs. (HowdaHUG, Large).

 
 

FITBALL® WEDGE

The FitBALL Wedge tactile seat cushion is inflatable, which makes this seating 
option one of the most versatile on the market. This inexpensive product 
offers the active child a more comfortable learning environment. Its durable 
construction makes the FitBALL Wedge the perfect seating option.
Dimensions: 14”L 14”W

Working Load: 150 lbs.

#1332

 

FITBALL® SEATING DISC

Similar to our FitBALL Wedge, this inflatable disc with smooth tactile bumps 
enables your client to work on postural training and balancing activities. This 
product is ideal for clients of various ages who require dynamic seated 
activities. Easy to inflate by mouth to desired level. Green only.

Dimensions: 15”dia.
13”dia. (Jr.)
Working Load: 250 lbs.

#231010    15”dia. FitBALL® Seating Disc
#231011    13”dia. FitBALL® Seating Disc Jr.
 

FITBALL® WEDGE JR.

FitBALL Wedge Jr. is an inflatable wedge seat that combines dynamic seating and 
static positioning. Perfect for younger clients, it combines sitting on a ball and 
wedge in one seat to encourage correct anatomical seating. When inflated, the 
FitBALL Wedge Jr. requires active participation from the client to assume 
correct sitting posture. As a wedge, it places the client’s pelvis in an anterior tilt 
to prevent slouching and correctly align the spine. FitBALL Wedge Jr. can be used 
on every kind of seat as an effective alternative to the chair ball. It can be easily 
inflated by mouth and is easily carried with the built-in handle.

Dimensions: 10”L 10”W
Working Load: 100 lbs.

#1333

.............................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................

#255110  PetiteHUG® (Ages 3–5)
#255111   HowdaHUG® (Ages 5–7)
#255112  Large HowdaHUG® (Ages 7–12)
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TRI-GRIP PENCILS

The unique triangular shape of these pencils allows for proper grasp for improved writing 
skills. Each pencil has several raised dots on the tips that provide tactile input that allows the 
writer to have greater control and awareness of the movement of the pencil.

#290030  Tri-Grip Pencils (Set of 12)
#290035  Jumbo Tri-Grip Pencils (Set of 12)

WEIGHTED PENCIL SET

Improve legibility of handwriting with our Weighted Pencil. The weight provides 
proprioceptive and tactile input for children who experience problems of dyspraxia 
or poor motor planning. The weight slides on and off easily, and can be placed at the 
finger grasp for a larger surface or higher on the pencil for a more normal grip. The 
slide-on weight is 1.4 oz., an ideal weight for elementary ages through adults. 
Fits on #2 pencils and some disposable pens. 

Comes with (12) pencils, (2) grips, (5) weights and (10) rings.

#2299

PENCIL GRIPS

The Stetro Grip encourages the correct placement of the fingers and thumb on the pencil. The star indicates thumb 
placement, and the forefinger and middle finger fit comfortably into the other two indentations.

The Grotto Grip is a patented ergonomic grip designed and tested by an occupational therapist to train the proper grasp, 
correct pencil grip and improve handwriting. The finger guard and unique angles place and HOLD fingers in the proper 
position to decrease hand fatigue.

The Start Right™ pencil grip keeps the thumb from wrapping around and the fingers in correct alignment. Children enjoy 
using it because it looks like the starship enterprise and it does not roll away.

The Pencil Grip is a revolutionary applied technology that works with the body’s natural physiology to gently place fingers 
in the proper position for gripping. Allowing over a 90% surface contact with its soft comfortable gripping surface, The Pencil 
Grip sets the industry standard in ergonomics.

Using the same ergonomically correct design as the original Pencil Grip, the Jumbo Pencil Grip increases surface area to 
nearly 90% and proper angling for both the left and right handed user allowing them to write smoother, longer, and with less 
pain.

The Crossover Grip wings facilitate the maintanence of a mature tri-pod grasp with no hooking or crossing over of index 
finger and thumb. Provides support, comfort and finger placement assistance.
All Pencil Grips are for either right or left hand use.

#372001D-36  Stetro Grip (Pack of 36)
#290077  Grotto Grip (Pack of 3)
#290077-12  Grotto Grip (Pack of 12)
#372001C-5  Start Right (Pack of 5)
#372001C-25  Start Right (Pack of 25)
#372001  The Pencil Grip (Pack of 12)
#290080-3  Jumbo Pencil Grip (Pack of 3)
#290080-12  Jumbo Pencil Grip (Pack of 12)
#290069   Crossover Grip (Pack of 3)
#290069-1  Crossover Grip (Pack of 12)

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

GROTTO GRIPSTETRO GRIP

JUMBO PENCIL GRIPPENCIL GRIP CROSSOVER GRIP

.................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................
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EASI-GRIP SCISSORS

The extensive range of Easi-Grip adaptive scissors have all been ergonomically designed and developed from working with 
clients with grip and grasp strength difficulties. These scissors are recognized for their quality, utilizing only high-grade 
materials, giving them a longer life. Blade guards are supplied with all self-opening scissors for safe storage. Easi-Grip Scissors 
are lightweight (under 2 oz.) and require little pressure to close the blade.

#290152  Easi-Grip Self Operating Scissors, Left Hand
#290153  Easi-Grip Self Operating Scissors, Right Hand
#290154  Long Loop Easi-Grip Scissors, Left Hand
#290155  Long Loop Easi-Grip Scissors, Right Hand
#290156   Easi-Grip Scissors, Left Hand
#290157  Easi-Grip Scissors, Right Hand
#290149   Mini Easi-Grip Loop Scissors
#290150  Dual Control, Blunt Training Scissors, Left Hand
#290151  Dual Control, Blunt Training Scissors, Right Hand
#290158  Table Top Push Mounted Scissors

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

FIRST CUT™ ADAPTIVE SCISSORS

These innovative scissors provide guides for proper finger placement, 
aiding children in developing good habits early. The adjustable loop 
isolates the index finger allowing it to act as the guiding finger. The 
reversible thumb hole promotes thumb flexion resulting in increased 
web space and allows greater leverage while cutting.

#190040 

...............................................................................................................

Long Loop Easi-Grip Scissors

Easi-Grip Self Operating Scissors

Easi-Grip Scissors

Mini Easi-Grip Loop ScissorsDual Control, Blunt Training Scissor Table Top Push Mounted Scissors
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BUBBLE TUBE WITH PLATFORM

Our Bubble Tubes are available with Interactive or Relaxation 
functionality, and the padded platform that surrounds the tube 
offers your clients a soft comfortable seat. Both Interactive and 
Relaxation models allow clients to enjoy the vibratory input 
offered by the movement of the bubbles/beads and the visual 
sensory input provided by the gradual changing color of the LEDs. 
And... our Bubble Tubes use the Simple Drain™ system, making water 
changes stress free.

The platform fits comfortably into a corner of your MSE room without 
intruding on the other sensory integration models.
Each Bubble Tube Platform comes with a Bubble Tube Security 
Bracket. This Security Bracket makes it safe for any person to get the 
gentle tactile effects the Tubes offer. The lights for the Bubble Tube 
are LED and never have to be changed. Same price: Small, Medium or 
Large Bubble Tube! You make the decision based on what is best for 
your clients.

Our Interactive Bubble Tube with platform offers wireless capabilities 
when used with the Interactive Super Switch or Interactive Power 
Cube (sold separately). Therapist directed. Client controlled.

Dimensions: 36”L x 36”W x 17.5”H (Platform With Pad)

33BS4IW              48”H Interactive Bubble Tube with Platform
33BS6IW              60”H Interactive Bubble Tube with Platform 
33BS7IW              72”H Interactive Bubble Tube with Platform

33BS4PW             48”H Relaxation Bubble Tube with Platform
33BS6PW             60”H Relaxation Bubble Tube with Platform 
33BS7PW             72”H Relaxation Bubble Tube with Platform

INTERACTIVE POWER CUBES

Our Power Cubes are wireless and connection to any Interactive product 
is quick and easy. A simple turn of the Power Cube and you’re connected. 
The Interactive product turns whatever color is facing upward when the 
soft, multi-colored cube is turned. The Power Cube will help teach cause 
and effect, color recognition and communication skills. With a range of 
30’, these switches have the capability to change the color of an unlimited 
number of interactive products simultaneously.

...............................................................................................................

#103120 11” Interactive Power Cube
#103125 8” Interactive Power Cube
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STAR GAZER

Bring peace and the night sky to those in need of soothing. The Southpaw Star Gazer can shine continuously in your home or 
facility. Gazers can add blue and/or white clouds to their experience and can also control the speed of the passing “stars.” The 
unit has a cooling fan and a replaceable laser that lasts 3,000 hours, and Southpaw will cover the cost of changing 1 new laser, 
meaning this unit will last through 6,000 hours of reliable, maintenance-free gazing.

Developed in conjunction with the Hospice of Dayton, the Star Gazer has been instrumental in alleviating symptoms of 
anxiety, agitation, dyspnea, pain, and insomnia in patients. Other data has shown that use of the Star Gazer has resulted in 
decreasing heart rate, respiratory rate and frequent need for break-through medications in many patients. Offer a peaceful 
presence to viewers with Star Gazer’s starry night.

#303800
 
 

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
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LED PROJECTOR

LED Projectors has been the best-selling analogue effects projector in the world since 1973.  Now, 40 years later, we have 
re-styled and upgraded the Solar 250 for special needs effects projection with LED technology and external control of the light 
and motors, via 1/4” jack plug inputs, for buttons or remotes.  Long life, bright, quiet, safe, cool running and controllable. The 
light for the Solar 250 LED is supplied by a 2000 lumen energy efficient 40W LED module that lasts for over 100,000 hours with 
a high color temperature concentrated through our unique optical system for truer color projection and clarity.

SOLAR 250 LED PROJECTOR

Finally! The halogen bulb has been replaced with LED. No more bulbs to change! Same great 
quality, lighter and quieter design.

Please Note: Wheels and/or cassettes must be purchased separately along with the 
appropriate wheel and/or cassette rotator.

Dimensions: 13”L 5”W 9”H
Weight: 13 lbs.

#FG2080AGW 

SOLAR 100 LED PROJECTOR

Lightweight, compact and simple to use, the Solar 100 is ideal for close 
proximity projection and low ambient light conditions. Good for small rooms. 
Comes with 85mm lens. Light output 575 lumens.

Please Note: Wheels and/or cassettes must be purchased separately along with 
the appropriate wheel and/or cassette rotator.

Dimensions: 13”L 5”W 9”H

Weight: 13 lbs.

#FG2090AGW 

WHEEL ROTATOR

Rotates 6” wheels at 1/2 rpm. Works with both Solar 100C Projector and Solar 250 Projector.

FGM6340G
 

...............................................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................
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Abstract Wheels 6” effect wheels contain illustrations on abstract images to impact the very core of the individual and help with 
memory retrieval, social-emotional attachments and be entertaining and pleasurable. Abstract wheels are better when used 
with either a multi-facet mirror, a facet clip on prism or a multi-mirror.

ABSTRACT WHEELS
................................................................................................................................................................................................

FGM8100    
Bubble (Colour)

FGM8102   
Papillon (Colour)

FGM8109    
Snow Crystals

FGM7038E 
Liquid E Effect Wheel 

FGM7038F 
Liquid F Effect Wheel

FGM7038D 
Liquid D Effect Wheel

LIQUID WHEELS
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
Optikinetics liquid oil wheels are unique hand crafted 6” effect wheels that project constantly moving vibrant colours and are 
perfect for creating calm and relaxing environments.

6 inch PictorialWheels contain images, shapes or effects that move through the projected image area creating continuously 
changing images at speeds that are governed by the choice of 6 inch Wheel Rotator.

PICTORIAL WHEELS
.................................................................................................................................................................................................

FGM7447 
At The Zoo

FG7089  
Avalon Dawn

FGM7448
At The Farm
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RELAXATION MIRRORED BUBBLE ROVER - TALL 

Original Mirrored Bubble Tube Rover with hinged mirrored 
panels that reflect a multiple light display.

Relaxation models come with the following: 

• LED Bubble Tube 
• Fiber Optic Light Source with 72” harness – remote control to
  change colours
• Solar 250 LED Projector System (with Magnetic Rotator) 
• Fish Wheel
• Stereo with MP3/iPod/CD input
• Aromatherapy Diffuser with 5 Calming Essential Oils
• Sensory Tactile Kit
 
Dimensions:  25”L x 19”W x 59”H

#CS32CANR

STEREO ROVERS

Vibro-Acoustic equipment helps to maintain novelty through 
practitioner control. The stereo has has two external speakers 
and includes an AM/FM radio, CD player, or can connect to 
an iPod, iPad or MP3 Player. The vibration control of the unit 
is separate from the sound volume control, allowing you to 
maximize vibration and listen to music at a comfortable level.

The Stereo Rover stereo is housed in a sturdy birch cabinet 
that includes a storage unit with one shelf, a 6-plug power 
strip, and wheels that allow it to be moved anywhere in the 
room. Each Stereo Rover includes an anchor on the top of 
the unit that can be used to attach a LED Solar Projector 
(not included).

Dimensions: 22”W x 39.75”H x 22”D

#303100 

 
 

..............................................................................................

..............................................................................................
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PORTABLE BUBBLE TUBE CART

We have cut the cord on our Rover! This battery-powered cart 
can power a Portable Bubble Tube or a Portable Bubble Tube 
with optional Fiber Optic Strands so that you can move it 
anywhere in your facility without the need to plug into a wall 
outlet. 

The unit runs a minimum of 8 hours on a single charge. With 
bonus shelving, this cart allows you to take your treatment 
session tools on the go with you.

Dimensions: 18”L 18”W 69”H

#33BPWFO  Portable Bubble Tube Cart with Fiber Optics
#33BPW  Portable Bubble Tube Cart

..............................................................................................
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